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Think about Kenya........... 

 

1 - Kenya Blocks 

When you think about Kenya the word petroleum is not jumping in your mind, and there are many 

reasons for that. 

First the imagination flies to outstanding landscapes, wild animals and enchanting tribes, beautiful 
beaches, spectacular volcanoes, and the majestic geology of the rift valley.  

Oil yet does not compete.  

In fact, petroleum industry is relatively new in a territory divided in 4 sedimentary basins: Anza, 
Lamu, Mandera and the Tertiary Rift and where only few wells have been drilled and mostly onshore. 

Eni has been planning to drill a well in the Lamu basin, Mlima-1, since long time. The preliminary 

instructions are dated back to 2018/2019 when the company lookahead foreseen the well after 

Kekra-1, in Pakistan, and before going to Mozambique. However, problems during drilling the 
Pakistani well and the consequent delays compromised the Kenya campaign that was postponed. 

Mlima-1 is the first well drilled offshore Kenya since 2014 when BG Group drilled the Sunbird-1 in 
the Block L10A. This demonstrated the presence of oil offshore Kenya but was not commercial.  

This partially explains the interest and expectation from the local authorities, between others: 

Ministry of Petroleum, National Oil Company (NOCK) and Kenyan Revenue Authority (KRA), all 
involved and ready to be part of the project (and to visit the S12000 on the first opportunity) 



S12000 arrived in Kenya on December 19th 2021 after waiting Eni instruction to start the 

mobilization. Nonetheless the commencement date occurred only on 24th of December due to 

delays in the clearance of third-party equipment required to spud the well. 

Challenges and contingencies were not left behind and have been a continue and constant elements 
in the project. 

Initially covid played is part in the show, the vessel left Mozambique meanwhile the feared Omicron 

variant was fast spreading in the area and during the last crew change in Pemba, Mozambique many 

employees experienced the cancellation of their flights, stuck both in Mozambique and South Africa.  

Later in the same December 21st despite a strong covid protocol up to 10 days of quarantine for not 

vaccinated personnel, the virus reached the vessel where many key positions were affected, late in 
January the count was recording more than 50 persons disembarked as affected by the virus.  

During these days the business continuity was assured only thanks the dedication and the effort of 

the crew and the onboard management.  

Once the covid ceased to be the main adversary to overcome new problems of different nature 

appeared, this time related to the well itself. Many unplanned contingencies influenced the progress 
of the operation and forced important changes in the well program. 

Last, not least, extraordinary weather condition due to superficial currents up to 5 knots strong 

affected our WCE damaging some high-pressure hoses and a challenging intervention in difficult sea 

condition was conducted to troubleshoot the equipment.  

As we write the operations are ongoing, foreseen to be completed at the end of March 2022, then 
the Kenya adventure will be completed and S12000 should sail to Ivory Coast, West Africa.  

 

Alessandro Fonte 

Op. Manager of West Africa 

 

2 - Kenya ENI blocks 



 

3 - Kenyan basins 

 

4 - Lamu basin and blocks 

 

5 - Wells in Lamu basin 

BEST SHOC on HANDS SAFETY 

Congratulations to 

Mohamed Nabil from PERRO NEGRO 4 



"During replacing the air Tugger wire, Noticed someone is arranging the wire by his hand while 

rotating the drum which create a potential of hand injury. Stopped him, discussed the associated 

hazards by referring to KYHS campaign TBT Keep your hands where you can see them, which obligate 

the personnel to keep their hand away from the rotating machines we agreed to keep his hand away 
and use the proper tools for the job." 

 

Congratulations to 

Bosko Kezija from SAIPEM 12000 

"Observed 3rd party put his hand inside the open elevator to grease the inserts without isolating the 

Hydraulics to it. Stopped him immediately. The button inside the elevators are very sensitive and can 

close when triggered. With his hand being in close proximity, the risk of a hand injury was very high. I 

closed the valve and explained the hazard to him. He understood and thanked me for my 

observation." 



 

 

 

LIFE @ SAIPEM RIGS 

SANTORINI 
Sailing from South Africa to Gulf of Mexico 

Santorini is preparing to start theoperations in the GoM,NOVOS installation is finished and thecrew s
tarted to operate the chairsfamiliarizing with the new system! 



 



 



 

 



 

 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=6ESp3j1DtqhJjt 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=6ESp3j1DtqhJjt


 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=C357YpMZzOBSon 

SAIPEM 12000 

In Kenya 

Visit from the Kenyan Government rep and ENI Kenya Top Management  as work continues on the 
rig floor 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=C357YpMZzOBSon


 

 

 

Planning the task is as important as completing it safely. 



 

Working together to achieve a common goal 

 

 



 

SAIPEM 10000 

In Egypt 

 

6 - …always the best… 

 



7 - …..a greeting…. 

 

8 - ……..dirty but always strong……. 

 

9 - ……long time ago… 

SCARABEO 9 

In Angola 



 

 

 



 

SCARABEO 8 

In Norway 

 

“Nobody said it was easy. No one ever said it would be this hard” – Coldplay 

  

This was probably an accurate reflection on how the month of February has felt to those  of us on 

Scarabeo 8, as a succession of intense low pressure systems swept in off the North Atlantic, with 
frequent disruption to operations and crew changes.  

Now, spring seems to be making a cautious appearance so we look forward to longer daylight hours 

and even, maybe, possibly, some (relatively) warm sunshine.  

 

10 - Laila – the Queen of Radio 



 

11 - Pre-coffee TBT on bridge. DPOs & ABs 

 

12 - View from the other side  

 



13 - Supply vessel coming alongside 

SCARABEO 5 

In Angola 

At Rig Scarabeo 5 safety is our everyday goal! 

This starts with asking our frontline colleagues what they need to stay safe and efficient. Nobody 

should ever be in doubt as to how to perform a task safely. We emphasize more  time for safety 

conversations and Tool Box Talks on daily basis, with the aim to promote and achieve trouble-free 
operations as routine target. Congratulation to all crew. 

 

14 - Fire Drill – Fire simulated in the Galley 

 

15 - Marine & Deck Crew performing Safety Tool Box Talk prior commence the job  



 

16 - Chipping and Painting activities being held onboard for Rig Preservation 

 

17 - Chipping and Painting activities being held onboard for Rig Preservation 



 

18 - Safety Incentive – Best HOC of the Week Award 

PERRO NEGRO 9 

In Saudi Arabia 

 

19 - Crane Operator is Waiting for the Cargo 

 

20 - Sundays BBQ 



 

21 - Main Deck Maintenance 

 

22 - Housekeeping of Main Deck Pipe Rack 

PERRO NEGRO 8 

At Kirkenes, Norway 

Perro Negro 8 is still docked in Kirkenes, Norway. We are focusing every day on safety to prevent 

incidents due to cold weather. Preservation maintenance and painting are two of our most 
important target,tryingto use this time to restyle our internalworking spaces.  



 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=1HwLt9FX30PIUX 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=1HwLt9FX30PIUX


 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=GcWDoIMbgK4Yrt 

 

23 - Rig at Kirkenes Berth 

https://sway.office.com/JDi0VVPvQvjQpLBM#content=GcWDoIMbgK4Yrt


 

24 - Sunset 

 

25 - Mud Treatment room paint refreshing 



 

26 - Drilling Crew involved in pump room cleaning 

 

27 - Aurora 



PERRO NEGRO 7 

In Saudi Arabia 

Rig daily routine jobs priority given to cosmetic maintenance and house keeping. First impression for 

all visitors is how rig looks and is it cleaned and tide. Lifting gear inspection by third party company 

carried out regularly to keep our rig permanently safe while using lifting gear equipment on daily 
basis. 

 

28 - Celebrating Founding day 

 

29 - Our best housekeeping crew in action 



 

30 - Third Party company conducting 6 monthly lifting gear inspection 

 

31 - Our cosmetic maintenance team in action 

SEA LION 7 

In Saudi Arabia 

Life is mysterious on sea 

Ready to deal any circumstance… 

Training never ends….. 

 



32 - A pic from MOB Drill 

 

33 - BEST SWA INTERVENTION AWARD 

 

34 - A CLOUDY DAY ON WORK 

 

35 - Launching of KYHS 2022 

PIONEER 

In Mexico 



 

36 - Back home the Best Reward 

 

37 - Being fitness Positive Attitude 

 

38 - Night view 

PERRO NEGRO 4 

At Belayim oil field – Egypt 

Some tasks need to be executed more accurately. The resource should be more efficient applying 
standing instructions and operative criterias. 



 

39 - Birthday cake for captain’s son 

 

40 - Rescue from height drill 

 

41 - Rig move final approach Plt. BM7 



 

 

Profile of the Month 



 

42 - Carmine Babbino 

Hydraulic Engeneer 

Place of Birth: Pola, Italy 

Hometown: San Pietro al Tanagro, Italia 

Years of service with SAIPEM: 16 years 

 

How long have you been in this Company? Tell us more about your story.  

Hello everyone! I am Carmine Babbino, I am 37 yeas old and work as Hydraulic Engineer within the 

Offshore Drilling Division. My adventure in Saipem started in July 2006 as a Rig Mechanic on bord 

the Saipem 10000 drillship. I remember the first day when I arrived onboard, there i found a second 

family and this job has become part of my life. After the first offshore expirance from May 2009 to 

April 2010 I have been requested to follow the Saipem 12000 project as Mechanical Supervisor in 

Korea "Samsung Ship Yard". There I was part of the project team with the aim to follow the 

installation, final commission of all drilling equipment's and spare parts request. After the delivery of 

the S12K drillship, I became Hydraulic Engineer and mechanical Team Leader onboard until June 

2021. These 12 years were great, I have met many colleagues, solved many problems and joined 
with a nice and strong crew. 



But on the middle of August 2021 together with my BEST collegues Chief Engineer Secondo Lapicca 

and Senior Electronic Supervisor Volpini Alessandro we have been chosen for a new 

challenge..."SANTORINI"!!!!  

How would you describea typical day at work in your position? 

There's no a tipical day in My position, every day is different because we don't know what can 

happen. Sometime is based on planned maintenance, meeting with management, trainings but the 

most important thinks are the effort that we all provide to maintain a very high safety standard 

onboard. Technical problems are always behind the corner, but with our commi tment and 
experience we are always able to sort out from any kin dof trouble!  

Tell us more about you what do you do during your free time?  

In my live free time does not exist, when I get home my second job is waiting me: babysitting... I take 

care of my two daughters Aurora and Ginevra, I try to recover with them the lack of time spend 

onboard the rig, we love to do long boat rides and discover new places around the world. I have 

many passions, riding my superbike and go for a long walks but the most important one is restoring 
dune buggies! 

Stay tuned  and let’s keep in touch! 

Share your ideas at DROF Internal Communication 
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